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Explore a diverse selection of premium pool supplies at Allstar Poolparts. Our comprehensive range includes pumps, filters,
chlorinators, and cleaners—everything essential for the upkeep of your swimming pool. We specialize in top-quality
replacement saltwater chlorinator cells, ensuring not only crystal-clear water but also a consistently healthy swimming
environment. Enjoy the convenience of hassle-free service and competitive prices when you shop with us. Embark on the
journey to create your ideal pool oasis, as excellence in pool maintenance begins right here with Allstar Poolparts. 

 

With over 20 years experience in the pool industry. Maintaining these in both the residential and commercial field, plus
extensive experience in repairing pumps and chlorinators, the staff at Allstar Poolparts are equipped to give you the best
advice about what your swimming pool needs.

We have a great range of pumps, filters and cleaners and also hold and supply one of the most extensive ranges of salt
chlorinator cells in Australia. We are also proud suppliers of the Crystal Clear Chlorinator, which is perfectly designed for the
high summer temperatures in Queensland.

We have put this online shop together to give you the opportunity to purchase pool equipment at the most competitive prices.
We provide a service that makes sure you get what you ordered, in the quickest time possible.

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions or simply order your pool part through our easy to use shopping cart.

 

 

 

Your one stop shop for the best swimming pool accessories and popular pool products.

With over 20 years of experience in pool maintenance, cleaning and overall pool business in Australia. We have developed
long-standing relationships with swimming pool accessories suppliers Australia-wide to offer the best pool products to our
customers. At Allstar Poolparts we stock a broad range of pool supplies including cleaners, filters, pumps and other spare
parts that are designed to last. Our dedicated team work hard to ensure we offer the highest quality of products at the best
price to keep your spa and pool operating at their peak.



 

For more details, please visit https://www.bleu7.com/detail/allstar-poolparts--245
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